
Greetings from Our President

Election cycles come and go, but throughout the year, Gotham’s 

patrons are always voting with their feet and their wallets, and 

for both forms of support I am truly thankful. In September we 

sold out our production of Orientale at (le) poisson rouge, and the 

evening’s Baroque music coupled with the nineteenth century’s 

Western take on exoticism provided a wonderful context for the 

interspersed Armenian traditional music. The production design 

was rich and exotic as well, using modest means to transform the 

intimate West Village nightclub into a Middle Eastern fantasy. 

In March, Gotham presents our second production, Cavalli’s opera 

Eliogabalo, based on the life of the Roman emperor Heliogabalus, 

whose decadence and depravity would make even today’s reality 

TV stars blush. What more appropriate place to stage this work 

than in the risqué nightclub The Box on the Lower East Side. 

Director James Marvel will immerse Gotham’s audience in the 

court and banquet hall of Heliogabalus, and the entertainments 

preferred by the emperor will be interpreted by some of The Box’s 

most popular performers. 

Although our next public performances are not until the spring, 

Gotham Chamber Opera is busy year round with outreach 

activities and education programs. You will read in the pages of 

this newsletter about Gotham’s most recent partnerships with Sing 

for Hope and Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS, just two ways 

in which Gotham continues to make an impact in our community. 

Your contributions help sustain this activity as well as our day-to-

day operations.  

As you prepare to celebrate the holidays, I want to thank all of you 

for supporting Gotham Chamber Opera, whether by attending 

one of our performances, making a donation, purchasing an item 

from us at the Broadway Flea Market, or simply providing words of 

encouragement. To you all, during the season of Thanksgiving, we 

would like to express our gratitude.  We are incredibly thankful for 

all your support.

Ted Trussell Porter, Board President    

behind the curtain  |  FaLL 2012

Gotham Chamber Opera is the nation’s foremost 
company dedicated to producing rarely performed 
chamber operas from the Baroque era to the present.

Our mission is to present innovative, fully staged 
productions of the highest quality in intimate venues.
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Notes from our Artistic Director
Putting It Together: Orientale

The fun and communality 

of music-making should be 

apparent to everyone who 

hears it. But most people 

probably wouldn’t guess 

that planning a concert can 

be creative and joyful, too. 

Certainly, programming 

Orientale at (le) poisson rouge 

was  a group effort every bit as 

exciting as the end result. 

We began with the notion 

of offering Monteverdi’s Il 

combattimento di Tancredi e 

Clorinda as the tent pole of 

the fall (le) poisson rouge concert – even though we will mount 

a fully staged production in the 2013/14 season. After much 

discussion, we decided that a semi-staged production at (le) 

poisson rouge by a different director would whet the audience’s 

appetite for the full production, which will take place in a very 

different environment. The opera – actually a proto-mini-opera 

that comes from Monteverdi’s Eighth Book of Madrigals – lends 

itself to varying interpretations and modes of presentation. The 

story of two battling warriors, set against the background of the 

Crusades, is narrated by one singer, with vocal interjections by 

the two protagonists. Even if one knows the piece, it leaves you 

asking: What is it really about? After discussions with our resident 

Baroque music expert, the celebrated theorbo player Grant 

Herreid, we decided to focus on the clash of cultures between East 

and West as seen through the eyes (and heard through the ears) 

of a Western composer residing in Venice, which was then at the 

crossroads between the two cultures.

With Il combattimento as the centerpiece for our program, we 

then convened a meeting with David Bennett (Gotham’s Executive 

Director), David Rubeo (Gotham’s Manager of External Affairs), 

George Lam (Gotham’s Producing Associate), Sato Moughalian 

(Gotham’s Orchestra Contractor and Principal Flutist), and Austin 

McCormick (the founding Artistic Director of Company XIV, 

and the director and choreographer of these concerts). As a 

group we sought to choose complementary works to highlight 

the Monteverdi and our East/West theme. We agreed that this 

program, like our previous evenings at (le) poisson rouge, should 

present a variety of compositional styles from many periods with 

varying instrumental and vocal combinations: a musical potpourri 

suitable for a relaxed concert in a nightclub. We made a checklist. 

Nineteenth and twentieth-century songs and operatic selections 

romanticizing the East: check. A Monteverdi vocal duet in praise 

of battle: check. French baroque music on Eastern themes: check. 

Traditional Armenian instrumental music: check. Contemporary 

percussion improvisation on Eastern motifs: check. A baroque 

instrumental ensemble: check. Terrific Gotham singers: check. 

Dancers from Company XIV: check.

The next task was to provide a frame for each selection that would 

allow it to be heard to its best advantage. Sato noted mood and 

tempo similarities between the Armenian offerings and some of 

the other selections and suggested that we present related works 

back to back, as two sides of the same coin. The most festive works 

were placed to open and close the program, with Monteverdi 

appearing at the midpoint of the concert. In this way we designed 

the musical architecture of the evening together, mindful of its ebb 

and flow as well as its climaxes. It was a pleasure to share the fun 

and fruits of our labor with our enthusiastic audience. 

 

Neal Goren, Artistic Director
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Gotham Artists Singing for Hope at Mt. Sinai

In addition to our performances throughout the year, Gotham 

Chamber Opera is proud to be a part of events that stimulate 

and engage the outside community with the beauty of opera and 

music as a whole. One such project was our recent partnership 

with “Sing for Hope,” whose mission is to mobilize professional 

artists to volunteer their talents for those who need it most. The 

cornerstone of the organization is their Healing Arts program, 

wherein live performances are brought to patients, families, 

visitors, and staff of hospitals throughout the New York area, 

sometimes even in individual hospital rooms! Ultimately, “Sing 

for Hope” is designed to bring together the hospital community 

of patients, families, doctors, and staff in a shared, uplifting 

experience.

 

“ Hospitals can be places of  
illness and suffering, but,  
today, ‘Sing for Hope’ has 
transformed this space into  
one of hope and healing.”

—  Dr. David Muller 
Dean of Medical Education, 
Mount Sinai

On August 28, Gotham proudly joined “Sing for Hope” at Mount 

Sinai Medical Center as part of the Healing Arts concert series, 

where Gotham was represented by soprano Antoni Mendezona 

and pianist Keun-A Lee, along with “Sing for Hope” artists Aditi 

Chakravarty, Neil Davis, and Angela Hwang. On the program was 

Ang Maya by Jose A. Estella, about an elusive bird popular in the 

Philippines that is the object of the singer’s pursuits. 

Villanelle by Eva Dell’Acqua continued the bird theme with its 

imagery of a soaring sparrow. In this piece, the coloratura of Antoni 

Mendezona mimicked the calls of the sparrow, sparkling brilliantly 

in the beautiful sunlit atrium. Patients were so moved that many 

stopped and listened on the way back to their rooms. In addition 

to the moving art songs, patients and visitors were treated to arias 

sung a capella, some spectacular piano etudes, and a singer-

songwriter who offered three original tunes accompanied by a 

one-man-band percussionist.

In all, this was a wonderful afternoon, punctuated by heavenly 

surroundings and inspiring performances that were enthusiastically 

received. The excitement was visible on the faces of patients 

and their families, and the event was just as, if not more, uplifting 

than a standard opera performance. Of “Sing for Hope,” Dr. David 

Muller, Dean of Medical Education at Mount Sinai, said, “Hospitals 

can be places of illness and suffering, but, today, ‘Sing for Hope’ 

has transformed this space into one of hope and healing.” We 

would like to thank “Sing for Hope” for including us, and hope to 

be a part of many future performances!
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Gotham Goes to Broadway for a Good Cause

On Sunday, September 23, Gotham Chamber Opera joined fifty-

eight Broadway and Off-Broadway shows, marketing firms, unions, 

and assorted other friends of the theatrical community for the 26th 

Annual Broadway Flea Market and Grand Auction. This annual 

event, now a Times Square tradition, brings together actors, singers, 

producers, designers, stagehands, theater enthusiasts, and tourists 

for one purpose: to raise money for Broadway Cares/Equity Fights 

AIDS, the nation’s leading industry-based, nonprofit AIDS fundraising 

and grant-making organization. A record-breaking $681,892 was 

raised at the tables and the Grand Auction, allowing BC/EFA to 

continue supporting the work of many programs at The Actors Fund, 

including the HIV/AIDS Initiative, the Phyllis Newman Women’s 

Health Initiative, the Hirschfeld Free Health Clinic, and the Dancers 

Resource. 

Gotham Chamber Opera’s festive table included many donated 

items from our extended family, including CDs from Joyce 

DiDonato and Harolyn Blackwell, autographed Porgy and 

Bess programs from Diane Paulus, vintage Broadway Playbills 

from a private collection, and Gotham’s popular baseball caps 

and production posters. The Grand Auction was enhanced by 

contributions from Moises Kaufmann and Stephen Karam.  In all, 

we raised $428 for Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS.  Many 

thanks to the dedicated volunteers who staffed our table, including 

Terry Lim, Sean Quinn, Sam Nedel, Chris Lawrence, Ted Mineau, 

and Harvey Rosenstein.  And thank you, fans and newcomers 

alike, who stopped by our table and showed your support by 

purchasing a poster, Playbill, or baseball cap. Our hat’s off to you. 
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i  am/we are pLeased 

to support gotham 

chamber opera.

giFt amount  

$ 

YOUR NAME (AS YOU WOULD L IKE IT  TO APPEAR IN THE PROGRAM L ISTING)

STREET ADDRESS    C ITY   STATE zIP

PHONE NUMBER    EMAIL

CREDIT CARD NUMBER (VISA /  MC /  AMEX)   EXPIRATION DATE

YOUR SIGNATURE    DATE

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE GOTHAM CHAMBER OPERA,  410 WEST 42ND STREET,  NEW YORK,  NY 10036

For all inquiries, including how to 
make your gift in stock, please call 
David Bennett at 212.868.4460.
Donations are tax deductible to 
the fullest extent provided by the 
law. The Gotham Chamber Opera 
is an IRS 501 (c3 )not-for-profit 
corporation.

mY empLoYer           wiLL match mY giFt.

Form encLosed     i  haVe registered mY giFt with mY companY

Generous Supporters Like you Make It All Possible.

your support will secure our future. Your gift today will allow us to hire creative directors, singers, musicians, designers – all the elements 

that make Gotham Chamber Opera productions so rewarding for you, our audience. All donors receive our semi-annual newsletter and 

additional benefits — from program recognition to priority ticketing and special events — and every gift is important to our success. The 

most important benefit, however, is knowing that Gotham will be here in the future providing you with more inventive, engaging, and 

intimate productions. Please give as generously as possible. Thank you.



 410 West 42nd Street, New York, New York, 10036
www.gothamchamberopera.org

gotham chamber opera presents

E L I O GA B A L O 
music by francesco cavalli  |  libretto by aurelio aureli

march 15, 19, 21, 23, 
26, 29, 2013

the box
189 Chrystie Street, New York City

Tickets $175 – $30
212-279-4200
www.ticketcentral.com

neal goren, artistic director

For more information, visit 
www.gothamchamberopera.org

Director – James Marvel
Music Director – Grant Herreid
Set Design – David Korins
Costume Design – Mattie Ulrich

Christopher Ainslie
— with—

Micaëla Oeste
Emily Righter
Susannah Biller
Randall Scotting
Daryl Freedman
John Easterlin
Maeve Höglund
Brandon Cedel


